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If one jurisdiction regulates power plant emissions with a cap-and-trade (mass) program and another with an
intensity (rate) standard, is it a good idea for them to link? Specifically, what effects does introducing electricity
and rate-mass allowance trade between differently-regulated regions have on emissions and ultimatelywelfare?
We explore these questions first with a simple theoretical model and thenwith a sophisticated numerical model
of the electricity sector. The theoreticalmodel isolates the policy effects by assuming that two otherwise identical
regions are regulated differently. With fixed demand, their autarky marginal abatement costs are identical, but
electricity prices are lower in the rate-limited region. Adding electricity trade shifts generation to the rate-
limited region, expanding its allowance allocation, while emissions remain capped in the mass-capped region.
Adding rate-mass allowance trade exacerbates this shift in generation and expansion of emissions. The increase
of emission damage could make the net welfare effects negative. However, if the mass cap is sufficiently more
stringent than the rate limit, allowing rate-mass allowance trade in the presence of electricity trade can lower
emissions. The numerical model of the eastern US illustrates the effects predicted in the theoretical model, and
projects their magnitudes. In our simulation that is loosely based on the US Clean Power Plan, the estimated
CO2 damage makes the estimated net benefits of allowing rate-mass trading negative. Our results also illustrate
that linking can shift the geographic distribution of SO2 andNOX emissions, which can counteract the effect of the
CO2 damage on estimated total welfare.

© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1 This paper elaborates on a rulemaking comment submitted to the US Environmental
ProtectionAgency (Burtraw et al. 2014) about theproposed Clean Power Plan. Subsequent
to the feedback process, USEPA proposed to allow trading only within like-structured re-
1. Introduction

Carbon trading regimes are highly heterogeneous. Some establish
overall emission targets—mass caps—and allocate the allowances,
while others set emission intensity or performance standards—rate
limits. These two basic types or regimes might come to coexist in the
same country or region (e.g, within China, Canada, the US, or part of
any multi-country continent). For example, the Clean Power Plan pro-
posed in the United States by the Obama Administration envisioned
allowing each state in the US to choose whether to adopt a mass cap
or a rate limit. The prospect of such a situation raises questions about
linking to create a broader trading program.

This paper focuses on the question of linking rate-based and
mass-based regulatory programs by increasing the transmission capacity
between them or by allowing emission allowance trading between them
616 P St. NW, Washington, DC
(rate-mass trading). A large US electric utility company, Southern
Company, developed a plan for rate-mass trading and proposed it to
the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) that it be allowed
under the Clean Power Plan (Southern Company 2016).1 In another con-
text, the government of Alberta, which has an emissions intensity target,
is exploring options for linking with provinces that have mass-based
emissions trading schemes, namely Quebec andOntario (Viaciulis 2017).

The results of the modeling in this paper suggest that allowing rate-
mass trading is likely to increase overall carbon emissions unless the
mass program is much more stringent than the rate program, and that
gimes, with the exception that renewable energy in amass-capped state could be used for
compliance in a rate-limited state. (For a simple overview, see http://www.synapse-
energy.com/about-us/blog/tricks-trade-who-can-sell-emissions-credits-whom-clean-
power-plan-part-1-2.) However, there remained interest on the part of certain industry
members to be allowed flexibility to trade across states with different regimes.
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adding transmission capacity between the regions is likely to increase
overall carbon emissions unless the mass program is much less
stringent than the rate program. These potential outcomes seem at
odds with the overall objective of emissions reduction policies and
therefore deserve careful consideration.

Emission rate limits effectively subsidize generation at the same time
that they price emissions (Fischer 2001). The reason is that, under a rate
limit, unlike under a mass cap, generating more earns a firm emission
allowances. Cap-and-trade programs that either auction allowances or
give them away based on variables that predate the program do not
generally subsidize generation. If energy demand were perfectly inelas-
tic, the subsidy resulting from a rate limit would not be distorting in
the absence of trade (Fischer and Fox 2007; Fell et al. 2015), nor would
it be distorting among like-regulated states, provided the merit order
were not affected (Bushnell et al. 2017). If, however, energy consump-
tion is responsive to prices, subsidizing generation encouragesmore pro-
duction, lower electricity prices, and less demand-side conservation.
Thus, to meet the same emissions target, a performance standard
would need to seek a more stringent emissions rate reduction than
would be required under an emissions cap (Fischer and Fox 2007;
Fischer 2003). Furthermore, the distortion to conservation behavior is
difficult to undo: while credits for energy efficiency can counterbalance
the effect of the subsidy on investments in energy efficiency improve-
ments, the incentive to overuse energy services remains (Fell et al.
2015).2 Empirical studies also confirm that states in the US Nitrogen
Oxide Budget Program that chose an updating allocation (granting
allowances based on generation, as with rate-based regulation) did
increase their electricity production relative to plants in states that
chose a fixed allocation (Lange and Maniloff 2017).

The anticipated rise in overall emissions originates from the nature
of linkage and the design of rate-based programs. Fischer (2003)
discusses such linking for programs covering sectors that are imperfect
substitutes (e.g., energy-intensive manufacturing in different jurisdic-
tions). Linking rate-based and mass-based programs creates gains
from trade for both programs, as differences in abatement costs
between the two markets dissipate and their allowance prices align. In
a binding mass-based program, these gains from trade do not affect
emissions because, by definition, allowance quantities remain static. In
a rate-based program, however, Fischer (2003) argues that gains from
trade always act to depress product prices in the rate-limited sector,
which in turn tends to increase consumption and hence production.3

The increase in production in the emissions rate–limited region or sec-
tor leads to the issuance of a higher number of allowances, given that
rate-based programs issue a variable supply of allowances depending
on the firms' volume of goods production. She identifies some possible
exceptions, however, such as when the goods produced in the two
sectors are close substitutes and trading lowers the emissions price for
the mass-capped sector sufficiently to make the mass-capped sector
product relatively more competitive, thus displacing output in the rate-
limited sector.4

The case of electricity is qualitatively different from that envisioned
in Fischer (2003). The goods produced (kWh) are either perfect substi-
tutes from a demand perspective and thus easily traded, as is the case
for generators feeding the same grid, or essentially they are not traded,
as is the case for generators serving different, unconnected grids
or when trade is sufficiently limited by transmission constraints. Fur-
thermore, themarket and abatement costs are arguably different;within
2 The analysis by Fell et al. (2015) thus reveals two special cases where rate-based reg-
ulationwithin a jurisdictionmay be efficient: 1) if demand for energy is perfectly inelastic,
and 2) when demand for energy services is perfectly inelastic, in which case the ineffi-
ciency of the subsidy to generation may be offset by a subsidy to energy efficiency.

3 Consumption always rises if demand is independent and price responsive; otherwise
the net effect can also depend on the price change for the other sector's good.

4 We will use “mass-capped” or “rate-limited” to describe sectors or regions under
mass-based or rate-based regulations, respectively.
the electricity sector of a region, there aremultiple sourceswith different
generation costs and different emissions rates, and much emissions re-
duction occurs through switching among fuel sources.

Bushnell, Holland, Hughes, and Knittel (2017) (henceforth BHHK)
use a merit-order model to compare mass- and rate-based regulatory
systems and the strategic incentives of states to choose themwhen elec-
tricity is traded freely. They show that rate-based andmixed regulations
each may still induce efficient supply if the optimal merit order is
obtained. When states are heterogeneous, trade in emissions credits
lowers costs; for trade among rate-limited states, the result may be to
raise or lower emissions. Their simulations of the Western electricity
system with a single, common emission rate standard and emissions
allowance trade have higher emissions than systems with individual
standards and no such trade; however, they do not explore credit trad-
ing acrossmass- and rate-limited groups numerically. Other numerical
studies, including Niemeyer (2016), find that credit trading among
stateswith individual rate-based standards lowers internal (i.e. private)
costs but increases emissions relative to no trade.

In contrast to previous studies,we parse the twin roles that electricity
trading and emission allowance trading play in the effects of mixed reg-
ulations, particularly over the longer term.5 First, a simple theoretical
model builds intuition by isolating the effects of regulatory differences
in two otherwise identical regions. It shows that, even without interre-
gional allowance trade, electricity trade between differently regulated
regions raises total emissions relative to no trade. Enabling electricity
trade allows production to shift generation to sources in the region
with the rate limit, which forgives the costs of average embodied emis-
sions.With less generation andmore imports in themass-capped region,
local emissions would fall below the cap if the allowance price remained
the same. As a consequence, the allowance price falls in that region. This
causes the mass region to shift away from clean generation. Total emis-
sions remain the same in the mass region, but electricity production
there is smaller andmore emission intensive.Meanwhile, expanded pro-
duction in the rate region necessarily means total allowance allocations
and therefore emissions rise. Allowing allowance trade between the
mass-capped and rate-limited regions further exacerbates this shift in
production and rise in emissions.

Simulations with a sophisticated numerical model introduce
more nuance to the results, underscoring the importance of the
direction of tradewithout additional transmission capacity or the ability
to have inter-regional (“rate-mass”) allowance trading in determining
the effects of those two flexibility mechanisms. A scenario in which
the mass region's emissions are capped at 70% of business-as-usual
emissions and the rate region's emission rate is limited to 70% of its
business-as-usual emission rate affirms results of the theoretical
model, as both electricity trade and allowance trade between the two
regions raise emissions. However, as hypothesized in the theory section
of this article, rate-mass allowance trade can lower emissions if it
raises emissions prices in the rate-limited region, which requires a
much stricter target in the mass-capped region than in the rate-
limited region. Increased electricity trade capacity can lower emissions
if it results in greater exports from the mass-capped region to the
rate-limited regime, which requires a much looser target in the mass-
capped region.

The numericalmodel also estimates damage from sulfur dioxide (SO2)
and nitrogen oxide (NOX) emissions, and estimates total social surplus. It
finds that, with the 70% emission limits and with the assumed mass and
rate regions, both added transmission and rate-mass allowance trading
decrease estimated total social surplus.
5 In a particular program that applies an emissions rate limit, the tradable emissions
rightmay not be called an “allowance” andmay not be denominated in terms of CO2mass.
However, such a program can usually still be represented as one in which the tradable
emissions rights are allowances denominated in tons of CO2. Holland et al. (2009) analyze
this point in some detail.
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2. Simple theoretical model

To isolate the effects of cross-scheme trading, consider first a simple
case of two symmetric regions with identical costs and fixed demand.
This case is interesting because previous studies ignoring trade find
no distortions from rate-limited emission regulation policies when
electricity demand is perfectly inelastic (e.g., Fell et al. 2015).6

Two forms of generation are available, a relatively dirty source (say,
coal) and a relatively clean source (say, natural gas combined cycle or
renewables). We assume each has an upward sloping supply curve,
reflecting increasing marginal costs of supply in the medium to long
run when capacities can be adjusted (e.g, as more productive sites be-
come scarce, or as pressure on demand for scarce fuel inputs increases).7

In the absence of emissions regulation, the two regions would, by
the symmetry assumption, have identical generator dispatch, identical
costs, and identical emissions; and the ability to trade electricity
between them would not matter.

Let us then impose different regulations: a carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions mass cap-and-trade program in regionM, set at share x of baseline
emissions, and a tradable CO2 emissions rate-based (performance)
standard in region R, set at share x of the baseline emissions rate. Under
the rate-based regulation, firms earn emissions allowances in proportion
to the number of megawatt-hours they generate. If their emissions are
greater than the number of allowances they earn, they must buy more
from firms that have extras. If their emissions are less than the number
of allowances they earn, they can sell the extras. Without electricity
trade or rate-mass allowance trade being possible, and given the fixed
demand, each region would produce the same outcome under the
different regulations. Thus, we have eliminated any baseline inefficiencies
(since demand isfixed, avoiding the conservation failure of the rate-based
standard) aswell as any gains from trade thatwould result from cost het-
erogeneities. Now let us see what happens when these two regions—
whose only difference is the type of regulation—can trade electricity,
and then what happens when they can trade both electricity and
allowances.

Formally, let D be electricity demand in each region. Let qis be
the quantity of generation in region s of type i, for i = {d,c} dirty
and clean technologies. The cost of generating qis is Ci(qis) = fi +
aiqis + bi(qis)2/2, where the clean technology is assumed to have a
higher marginal cost intercept: ac N ad. Emissions rates are ud N uc,
leading to emissions for region s of Es = udqds + ucqcs; emissions prices
are ts.

The equilibrium price of electricity, ps, is a result of the supply and
demand equilibrium. If the two regions do not trade electricity with
each other, that requires qds + qcs = D for s = {M,R}; with electricity
trade, the equilibrium constraint is qdM + qcM + qdR + qcR = 2D.
Generators maximize profits net of tax payments and allocations.
With fixed demand, maximizing total surplus is equivalent to minimiz-
ing generation costs.

2.1. Firm incentives

2.1.1. Mass-capped sector
In the mass-capped sector, emissions are constrained to be below

a fixed allocation, A. For simplicity we assume this allocation is
6 Asnoted in the introduction, Fell et al. (2015)distinguish between this case and that of
fixed demand for energy services.

7 These supply curves can be considered a smoothed representation of a merit order of
multiple sources using the same fuels but with different ages and costs, or more generally
a medium-run characterization of the market; see, e.g., Fischer and Newell (2008). This
representation contrasts with that of the BHHKmerit-ordermodel inwhich supply capac-
ities are fixed and marginal costs are constant for the given technologies, which is more
consistent with short-term analysis. In their context, policies that may be distorting in
the long run can achieve supply efficiency in the short run, if they lead to the propermerit
order.
grandfathered to the electricity suppliers. The representative price-
taking generator uses technologies of each type i={c,d}andmaximizes

πM ¼
X
i

pM−tMuið ÞqiM−Ci qiMð Þf g þ tMA

The first-order conditions for generation from type i imply.

pM ¼ tMui þ ai þ biqiM ð1Þ

In equilibrium, tM is the shadow value of the constraint

udqdM þ ucqcM ¼ A: ð2Þ

2.1.2. Rate-based sector
In the sector subject to the performance standard, r, the representative

price-taking generator maximizes.

πR ¼
X
i

pR−tR ui−rð Þð ÞqiR−Ci qiRð Þf g

The first-order conditions imply

pR ¼ tR ui−rð Þ þ ai þ biqiR ð3Þ

In equilibrium, tPS is the shadow value of the constraint

udqdR þ ucqcR ¼ r qdR þ qcRð Þ ð4Þ

and pR ensures qdR + qcR = D.

2.1.3. Flexibility
Flexibility mechanisms allow permits to be traded across regions. In

this case, allowance prices are equalized, so tM = tR = tFlex, and total
emissions must equal total allocations:

udqdM þ ucqcM þ udqdR þ ucqcR ¼ r qdR þ qcRð Þ þ A ð5Þ

2.2. No emissions regulation

In the absence of emissions regulation, tM = tR = 0. Firms in
both regions have the same first-order conditions, and face identical
demand, so the ability to trade electricity does not change the outcome.
In both cases, ps ensures qds + qcs = D. We use this equilibrium as our
baseline.

q0ds ¼ q0d ≡
bcD−ad−ac

bc þ bd
; q0cs ¼ q0c ≡

bdD−ad−ac
bc þ bd

E0s ¼ E0 ≡
udbc þ ucbdð ÞD− uc þ udð Þ ad þ acð Þ

bc þ bd

Fig. 1 depicts the basic model, where demand in each region is like a
bathtub of fixed size and can be filled by a mix of dirty and clean gener-
ation, with each region as a mirror-image of the other. The dirty and
clean supply curves are shown for each region, along with the price of
electricity at the cost-minimizing mix of dirty and clean generation. In
the absence of emissions regulation policy, the outcomes are identical,
whether electricity trade exists or not.



Clean supply
Dirty supply

Clean supply

PM

PR

Electricity 
price

Mass Region M Rate Region R

Emissions cost

Subsidy
Net tax

Fig. 2. Identical, differently regulated regions with no trade. Region R's limit on average
emission rate per MWh raises the cost of dirty generation but also subsidizes all
generation, lowering the electricity price relative to that in Rate M. Note: Price PR
corresponds to the height of the intersection of the dashed Region-R supply and demand
curves.

8 See also Böhringer and Rosendahl (2010).

Clean supply
Dirty supply

Electricity 
price

Mass Region M Rate Region R

Clean supply
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Fig. 1. Identical regions with no emissions regulation policy.
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2.3. Emissions regulation

Differing regulatory stringency canmatter, but to concentrate on the
mechanism design, we assume identical percentage reduction goals for
each scheme. Thus,

A ¼ 1−xð ÞE0
r ¼ 1−xð ÞE0=D

2.3.1. No electricity trade
If electricity trade and allowance trade are not possible, each region

meets its own demand, subject to the respective emissions constraint.
In the case of the mass cap, these combined constraints imply qdM =
(A− ucD)/(ud − uc); with the rate-based regulation, they require qdR =
(r− uc)D/(ud − uc). Since A= rD, the allocative outcomes are identical,
with qiM = qiR, and EM = ER = (1 − x)E0. Furthermore, from (1) and
(3) we see that the difference in marginal costs between the dirty and
clean sources is ts(ud − uc) for both the mass cap and the rate-based
standard, implying identical allowance prices in the no-trade equilibrium:
tM = tR. With marginal cost pricing, however, the output subsidy
associated with rate-based regulation does imply that pR b pM,seen by
comparing (1) and (3): the value of the allocation is transferred to the
consumers with rate-based regulation.

Fig. 2 depicts the outcome of different regulations on our otherwise
identical regions without trade, taking the example of a non-emitting
clean generation source. The regulatory targets effectively require the
two regions to have the same mix of generation—i.e., the same amount
of dirty energy—and thus the same cost differential between the dirty
and clean sources. In themass-capped region, that differential is created
by an implicit tax on dirty generation that is fully passed on to
consumers, whereas in the rate-limited region, the policy effectively
combines a smaller net tax on dirty generation with a net subsidy for
clean generation, resulting in a lower retail electricity price.

In this example of identical regions and targets, since the resulting
emissions prices are identical, allowing flexibility only to trade allow-
ances across regions does not affect the outcome at all. Somewhat
more generally, we can state the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Without electricity trade, allowance emission allowance
trading across differently regulated regions with fixed demand has no effect
on emissions.

Proof. With fixed demand and no electricity trade, total allowance
allocations (and thereby emissions) are fixed at A + rD; regardless of
the A and r and resulting autarky allowance prices, which may diverge,
total emissions are fixed. Therefore, trade in allowances across differ-
ently regulated regions primarily affects the distribution of emissions
and surplus across producers and consumers.
Again, this hinges on the assumption of fixed demand. (The case of
price-responsive demand has been explored before and reveals that
demand responses would allow the rate-limited region to expand
emissions; see Fischer 2003.) In this manner we isolate the interaction
between heterogeneous regulations and electricity trade. Next, we see
that electricity trade in effect leads to elastic demand for each region's
suppliers.

2.3.2. Electricity trade
Now, suppose electricity is traded across regions, but allowance trade

across the regions is not allowed. With electricity trade, the regulatory
equilibrium changes. Recall that equalization of all the first-order condi-
tions in a common electricity market with a single output price requires.

pTrade ¼ tTradeM ui þ ai þ biqiM ¼ tTradeR ui−rð Þ þ ai þ biqiR:

The new equilibrium pricemust lie between the autarky prices with
different regulations: pM

NoTrade N pTrade N pR
NoTrade. Price equalization

implies that qiR − qiM = ((r − ui)tRTrade + uitM
Trade)/bi. Clearly, more

clean generation will be provided in the rate-limited region than in
the mass-capped region (since r N uc), while the redistribution of dirty
generation is less clear. However, the total amount of emissions
increases, as explained in the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Electricity trading across differently regulated (but
otherwise identical) regions increases emissions and lowers the emissions
price in the mass-capped region.

Proof. Since pTrade N pR
NoTrade, total production in the rate-limited region

expands, and since allowance allocation in that region is proportional to
output, total emissions expand. Since pTrade b pM

NoTrade, total generation in
the mass-capped region falls. But generation by the two sources cannot
decline proportionately, or emissions would fall below cap. Rather,
clean generation must decline disproportionately, while dirty generation
actually expands to meet any shortfall in emissions.8 This allocation of
production requires a smallermarginal cost gap between the two sources,
meaning the emissions allowance price in the mass-capped region must
fall. We solve the equilibrium mathematically in the Appendix A.

Thus, even though the generation outcomes were identical without
trade, with electricity trade, asymmetric regulation causes the genera-
tion mixes to change. More clean generation occurs in the rate-limited
region. Trade allows the rate-regulated generators to exploit their

Image of Fig. 2
Image of Fig. 1
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marginal cost advantage and expand into the mass-capped region's
electricity market, crowding out local generation. This effect will be
tempered to the extent that the emissions price falls in the mass-
capped market as a consequence.

Consider the case of a non-emitting clean energy source, as in the
first two Figures. In such a case, the emissions cap inM fixes the amount
of dirty generation in that region.When electricity trade harmonizes the
electricity prices, production shifts fromM to R because the rate regula-
tion effectively subsidizes generation, driving up rate-region electricity
pricepRand pushing downpM until they are equalized. Because the
amount of dirty generation in the mass-capped region is fixed, the
allowance price tM falls, and only clean generation is crowded out. In
other words, generation in the mass-capped region gets smaller and
more emission intensive. By contrast, the rate region's additional gener-
ation is a proportional mix of clean and dirty, according to the intensity
standard, such that as total generation expands in that region, emissions
expand proportionately.

2.3.3. Full flexibility
Now, in addition to electricity trade between the regions, suppose

that emission allowances too can be traded between the regions. In
this case, the equalization of all the first-order conditions in a common
market requires.

pFlex ¼ tFlexui þ ai þ biqiM ¼ tFlex ui−rð Þ þ ai þ biqiR

which implies that qiR − qiM = rtFlex/bi. That is, with emission and
electricity prices harmonized, the rate-limited region generates unam-
biguously more electricity from both kinds of sources than does the
mass-capped region, due to the subsidy from the rate-based allocation.

Proposition 3. Full flexibility (electricity and rate-mass allowance trading
together) across differently regulated (but otherwise identical) regions
results in higher emissions and a lower emissions price than with neither
kind of trading.

Proof. Withmore generation in the rate-regulated region thanwithout
trade, total allowance allocations and emissions must also be higher.
With more allowances available for the same total amount of genera-
tion, the emissions constraint is loosened, meaning the allowance
price with full flexibility must be lower than the no-trade allowance
price.

We have just shown that emissions are higher with both electricity
and allowance trade than with neither kind of trade. We can also
show that emissions are higher with both kinds of trade than with
electricity trade alone:

Proposition 4. Allowance trading between differently regulated (but
otherwise identical) regions exacerbates the increase in emissions from
electricity trading between the two regions.

Proof. In the Appendix A, we demonstrate that the effect on emissions
of adding allowance trading carries the same sign as the effect of
electricity trade, which is to raise emissions.

The explanation begins with the observation that additional gains
from trade in allowances further lower costs and allow more shifting
of production to the rate-regulated region. The mass-capped region,
its allowance prices depressed after being out-competed under electric-
ity trade by rate-regulated generators, can now sell allowances to the
rate-limited sector, lowering that sector's costs. Because the rate-
limited sector increases its generation, it earns more allowances, so
total emissions increase.

2.3.4. Relaxing assumptions
Of course, these results apply to the given context of identical

regions with regulations that are different but are equally stringent
in autarky. We expect the result of greater flexibility increasing emis-
sions to be robust to a variety of heterogeneity. An exception, for
Proposition 4 (as indicated by Fischer 2003), could be if the emission
regulation were so much more stringent in the mass region than in
the rate region that the allowance price started out lower in the rate
region than in the mass region. In such a situation, introducing rate-
mass allowance trade could in theory cause generation to shift from
the rate region to the mass region, lowering emissions instead of
increasing them. We find this to be the case in the numerical simula-
tions described below. Another exception is the case in which neither
the mass region's cap nor the rate region's rate limit binds.

Heterogeneity across regions or states also implies that allowing
flexibility can offer non-environmental economic benefits, even if it is
bad for emissions. However, when regulators strive to minimize cost
heterogeneity in setting state-specific emissions goals (e.g., under the
CPP, USEPA intended to select performance standards that each state
couldmeetwith similar levels of effort), the expected benefits to trading
are also minimized.

A detailed numerical model of the regulated sector is therefore
useful, for answering more practical questions: Are the theoretical pre-
dictions borne out it a realistic numerical model with price-responsive
demand? How much might emissions rise because of the flexibility to
trade allowances across regions? How much more stringent must
rate-based regulation be for flexibility to lower emissions? What are
the net welfare consequences of flexibility mechanisms? We next turn
to such a model of the U.S. electricity sector to simulate the effects of
different regulatory designs.

3. Numerical model of the US electricity sector

3.1. E4ST description

We employ a version of the power system simulation software
known as the Engineering, Economic, and Environmental Electricity
Simulation Tool (the E4 Simulation Tool, or E4ST—pronounced “east”).
For this project, the authors added features to the software and incorpo-
rated them into the next publicly available version. For a more detailed
description of E4ST, see Shawhan et al. (2014) and Mao et al. (2016).
E4ST is designed to do unusually realistic, detailed simulations of how
power systems operate and evolve, and how their operation and costs
would respond to different policies, transmission investments, generation
investments, natural gas supply investments, input prices, demand pat-
terns, and so on. The model's outputs lend themselves to comprehensive
benefit-cost analysis.

Alongwith the software, the developers of E4ST have also developed
models of the three grids that serve almost all electricity customers in
the United States and Canada: the eastern, western, and Texas grids.
Each of these grid models includes a detailed model of the transmission
system and detailed information about the generators, including heat
rate (i.e, fuel efficiency), fuel type, emissions rates, and health effects
of emissions, among other characteristics. In the tests to date, the simu-
lations' predictions have closely matched observed reality.

E4ST predicts the operation of the grid, and the generators on it, in
successive years or multiyear periods. E4ST currently uses a set of 37
representative hours to typify each year or multiyear period. Each
representative hour represents between 3 and 412 real hours and is
weighted accordingly. The frequency distributions of load, wind, and
sun in that set of 37 representative hours closelymatch the correspond-
ing frequency distributions in the 8760 h of the year on which the
representative hours are based. For each representative hour, E4ST solves
a highly realistic, engineering- and economics-based optimization prob-
lem similar to that solved by power system operators. Simultaneously,
generator investment and retirement are optimized, taking into account
all 37 representative hours.

For each of thousands of preexisting or potential wind and solar
generation facilities in the United States, we have a close approximation
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9 This set of state choices is one of two sets in Niemeyer (2016). Both sets are hypothet-
ical, since the CPP was not implemented to the point of requiring states to choose. More
than half of the mass-capped states are in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, which
is committed to mass caps. This map matches the theoretical case relatively well, in that
the regions have very similar amounts of generation (and of load) and similar average
CO2 perMWhemission values. In addition to the states colored green, small parts of Texas,
NewMexico, andMontana are served by the eastern grid and are assumed to be part of the
rate-limited region.
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of its generation in each representative hour, from detailed hourly
high-resolution wind and solar data. We also have an approximation
of the electricity demand at each node in each representative hour.
Demand responds to prices, and the user can set the shape of the
demand curve. We use that to explore the sensitivity of our results to
demand responsiveness.

E4ST simulates customizable emissions cap-and-trade programs,
emissions prices, and renewable energy portfolio standards of individ-
ual jurisdictions or combinations of jurisdictions. It also realistically
represents the operation of each hydropower facility, with a user-
specifiable minimum generation and maximum generation in each type
of hour, and an amount of energy that can be used when it is most valu-
able in each season or year. Macro and policy variables—including total
electricity demand in each region, fuel prices, hydropower limits, regional
emissions limits, transmission investments, and policy parameters—are
fully adjustable.

The predicted costs and emissions that we can calculate include fuel
costs, annual fixed costs, construction costs, CO2 emissions, premature
deaths from generator SO2 and NOX emissions, and estimated dollar
value of those premature deaths. Some other effects that we can calcu-
late include electricity prices, consumer surplus, producer profits,
government revenues, and total surplus. We can disaggregate any of
the effects—for example, by region or by generator type. We calculate
the estimated mortality effect of each generator, per GWh, by using a
detailed air pollution fate and transport model, taking into account
each generator's location, effective smokestack height, and emissions
rates.

For our purposes, given the complexity and number of scenarios, we
restrict our area of interest to the eastern grid in the United States and
Canada, known as the Eastern Interconnection, which includes approx-
imately 74% of US and Canadian electricity consumption.

3.2. Scenarios

Our business-as-usual (BAU) scenario has no emissions caps or
emissions prices in any part of the United States. It has a CO2 emissions
cap in the Canadian part of themodel, and a renewable energy portfolio
standard in the northeastern andmid-Atlantic US states that represents
renewable energy commitments made in those states as of January
2016.

We then simulate a CO2 emissions reduction policy in which one
region faces a mass cap while the other has a rate limit. The mass-
capped region contains all states northeast and due east of Illinois, plus
North Carolina, minus Indiana. The rate-limited region is the rest of the
eastern grid region (Fig. 3).9 Four summary statistics enable a comparison
of the two regions. In the E4STbase case simulations resultswith no emis-
sion limits, total generation was 1.60 TWh in the mass region and 1.67
TWh in the rate region. Total CO2 emitted from power generation was
0.53 tons per MWh in the mass region and 0.62 tons per MWh in the
rate region. Allowance trading within each region is allowed in all of our
scenarios, but allowance trade between the two regions is allowed in
only some of our scenarios.

We will refer to pairs of limits according to the mass cap percentage
of BAU followed by the rate limit percentage of BAU. For example, the
“M70-R70” scenario assumes limits that are 70% of BAU emissions or
emissions intensity, respectively, for the mass-capped and rate-limited
regions. Subsequent sensitivity analysis varies the limit for one or both re-
gions, to explore the effects of different combinations of regulatory strin-
gency. “Emissions”will refer to CO2 except where otherwise specified.

In our default parameterization, consumer demand for electricity is
price responsive, with an own-price elasticity of −0.4. We also run
the above scenarios assuming demand is perfectly inelastic, to check
the effects of demand responsiveness. Electricity trade is always
allowed between the rate and mass regions in the model, although it

Image of Fig. 3


Fig. 5. Change in CO2 from added flexibility mechanisms, as share of CO2 reduction from
emissions regulation. A positive percentage means that the flexibility mechanism
increases CO2 emissions. Under the M70-R70 limits, adding transmission reverses 0.5%
of the CO2 reduction from the limits, while adding allowance trade reverses 8% of it and
adding both reverses 9% of it. Under the M41-R85 limits, the respective percentages are
3%, −2%, and − 1%.
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is limited by the constraints of the transmission grid. Prohibiting
electricity trade between themass and rate regionswould not be realis-
tic, so to explore the role of electricity trade,we add to the current trans-
mission capacity between the rate and mass regions. Specifically, we
add six bidirectional 1000-MW direct-current transmission lines
connecting the following pairs of adjacent states, where the first is in
the rate region and the second in the mass region: SC-NC, TN-KY,
IA-IL, IN-IL, IN-OH, WI-MI. Each line has two terminals, one at each
end. We place each terminal at one of the highest-voltage nodes in the
state, near the state's geographic center.

Our M70-R70 scenario, when rate-mass allowance trade is not
allowed and there is no additional transmission capacity, results in
allowance prices that are significantly higher in the rate-limited region
($23/ton CO2) than in themass-capped region ($16/ton CO2). ThisM70-
R70 scenario of equal percentage reductions in the emission limits in
the two regions corresponds roughly to our theoretical autarky example
because it has no added transmission capacity, and rate-mass allowance
trading is not allowed, though it has price-responsive electricity
demand and some electricity transmission capacity. As discussed in
the theory section, the higher allowance price in the rate region is to
be expected, even if autarky abatement costs were exactly the same in
the two regions. Allmonetary values in this paper are in 2013US dollars.
All tons are short tons. A short ton equals 0.907 metric ton.

We then run a scenario that without rate-mass allowance trading
has roughly the reverse allowance price burden and achieves the
same total emissions as the M70-R70 scenario. We accomplish this
with CO2 emissions in the mass region capped at 41% of BAU emissions
and with emissions intensity (rate) in the rate region limited to 85% of
that region's BAU emissions intensity. We will refer to this pair of limits
as “M41-R85.” Fig. 4 displays the allowance prices in the M70-R70
scenario and the M41-R85 scenario, without additional flexibility
mechanisms. A strategy for reading this figure and the ones that follow
is to first look at the vertical bars corresponding to the M70-R70 emis-
sion limits, then move on to the vertical bars corresponding to the
M41-R85 emission limits.

4. Results

4.1. Effects on CO2 emissions

Starting with these two base policy scenarios, we next examine the
effect of the flexibility mechanisms on emissions. The M70-R70 limits
andM41-R85 limits, without trade, each achieve a 27% overall CO2 emis-
sions reduction. Fig. 5 shows the emission changes, expressed as a
Fig. 4. Allowance prices by scenario and region, without added transmission and without
rate-mass allowance trading. M41-R85 is the pair of emission limits that comes closest to
reversing the two allowance prices while holding total emissions constant, relative to the
M70-R70 limits, assuming no rate-mass trading and no additional transmission capacity.
percentage of that reduction, due to the addition of flexibility mecha-
nisms; a positive percentage denotes that the flexibility mechanism in-
creases emissions. Table 1, later in this section, shows the same results
that Figs. 4 through 7 do, along with some additional results; it is an al-
ternative source of results information. However, the figures report the
flexibility-caused changes as percentages of the changes caused by the
imposition of the emission limits, while Table 1 reports the changes in
tons or terawatt-hours (TWh).

In the theory section of this paper, Proposition 2 is that electricity
trading between differently regulated (but otherwise identical) regions
would increase emissions. In the model results, we see that additional
electricity trade (i.e. transmission) capacity indeed increases emissions
in theM70-R70 scenario, and in theM41-R85 scenario aswell. In the ap-
proximately 35 scenario pairs simulated, we found that the additional
transmission capacity increased CO2 emissions in all except two
scenario pairs. In those two exceptional scenario pairs the following
conditions both applied: rate-mass allowance trade was not allowed
and the mass cap was much more lax than the rate limit (specifically,
90% mass cap with 70% rate limit, and 70% mass cap with 10% rate
limit). Those conditions give the mass-capped region a cost advantage
sufficient to make it a net exporter of electricity to the rate-limited
region; as a result, additional transmission capacity allows additional
generation in the rate-limited region to be crowded out, thus reducing
the total allowance allocation.

Proposition 4 implies that, like electricity trading, rate-mass allow-
ance trading would increase emissions. In all of the simulation pairs in
which the allowance price prior to rate-mass allowance trading was
higher in the rate-limited region than the mass-capped region (which
applies unless the mass cap is much more stringent than the rate-
based standard), such trading indeed increases emissions. Consistent
with the theory section, rate-mass allowance trading equalizes the
allowance prices. If the allowance price without rate-mass trading is
higher in the rate region than in the mass region, the allowance price
equalization makes the generators in the rate region more competitive
relative to those in the mass region, so they produce more electricity
and thereby earn more emissions allowances. For example, as shown
in Fig. 5, in the M70-R70 case, rate-mass allowance trading reverses
8% of the emissions reduction that would otherwise result from the
emissions limits.

However, as explained after Proposition 4 in the theory section, in
cases inwhich the allowance price prior to rate-mass allowance trading
is lower in the rate region than the mass region (reflecting a mass cap
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Table 1
Projected effects of flexibility mechanisms, by scenario, in 2035.

Outcome Mass 70%, rate 70% scenarios Mass 41%, rate 85% scenarios

Effects of changes Effects of Changes

Region Levels in base
M70-R70
scenario

More
transmission
capacity

Rate-mass
allowance
trade

Both
together

Levels in base
M41-R85
scenario

More
transmission
capacity

Rate-mass
allowance
trade

Both
together

CO2 Price ($/short ton) Mass 15.8 −0.5 +3.0 +2.7 21.7 −0.3 −2.3 −2.5
Rate 23.1 −0.1 −4.4 −4.6 14.9 −0.2 +4.5 +4.3

Generation (TWh) Mass 1395 −4 −89 −97 1216 −19 +33 +26
Rate 1778 +6 +70 +79 1932 +19 −15 −9
Union 3173 +2 −20 −17 3147 +1 +17 +17

CO2 (M short tons) Mass 592 +0 −114 −115 347 +0 +74 +72
Rate 770 +3 +144 +149 1016 +10 −82 −77
Union 1362 +3 +30 +34 1363 +10 −8 −5

Surplus
Internal Surplus ($M) Union 11,560,882 +146 +439 +606 11,559,717 +224 +252 +454
CO2 benefits ($M) Union −74,638 −142 −1653 −1887 −74,680 −554 +446 +257
Sum of Surpluses ($M) Union 11,486,244 4 −1214 −1282 11,485,037 −330 698 711

Notes: All dollar values in this article are 2013 USdollars. “Levels”means quantities, not changes in quantities. “More Transmiss'n Capac.”means adding transmission capacity between the
rate and mass regions. “Rate-Mass Allwnce Trade” means allowing trade of emission allowances between the rate and mass regions. “Both Together” means both adding transmission
capacity and allowing rate-mass allowance trading. “Union” means the mass and rate regions together, which constitute the US portion of the Eastern Interconnection. “M” denotes
“millions.”
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that is much more stringent than the rate limit), rate-mass allowance
trade could have the opposite effect and lower emissions. In the
reported and unreported simulation results, the allowance prices
without rate-mass trading perfectly predictwhether such trading raises
or lowers emissions, in accordance with the hypotheses just stated. For
example, in the M41-R85 case, the two regions' allowance prices
without rate-mass trading are approximately reversed relative to
those in the M70-R70 case, and allowing rate-mass allowance trade
amplifies the emissions reductions from the CPP-like emissions limits
rather than partially counteracting them. It amplifies them by just
over 2% as shown in Fig. 5.

Based on our simulations, two CO2 limit combinations atwhich rate-
mass allowance trading would neither increase nor decrease emissions
are approximately 70% mass cap with 87% rate limit, and 38% mass cap
with 70% rate limit. Starting fromeither of those combinations, lowering
the mass cap or raising the rate limit would create a situation in which
trading would decrease, rather than increase, CO2 emissions. In
summary, the results suggest that allowing rate-mass trading is likely
to increase overall carbon emissions unless the mass program is much
more stringent than the rate program, and that adding transmission ca-
pacity between the regions is likely to increase overall carbon emissions
unless the mass program is much less stringent than the rate program.
Fig. 6. Change in generation from added flexibility mechanisms, as share of generation
reduction from emissions regulation. Under the M70-R70 regulations, allowing rate-
mass trading reduces generation. Under M41-R85, it increases generation.
4.2. Effects on total generation

Generation changes are important in their own right, and also because
of their influence on emissions. The net effects of added flexibility on total
generation are depicted in Fig. 6,where the changes are again represented
as a share of the total generation reduction induced by the regulations
alone; a positive percentage denotes that the flexibility mechanism in-
creases generation. Under both the M70-R70 and M41-R85 regulations,
adding transmission capacity reverses a small portion of the regulation-
induced reductions in generation and in emissions, by increasing the
amount of generation that can occur in the rate-regulated region for
satisfying demand in the mass-capped region.

Rate-mass trading has a more surprising effect. Comparison of Figs. 6
and 5 reveals that the effects of rate-mass allowance trading on genera-
tion are opposite of its effects on emissions. With the M70-R70 regula-
tions, the allowance price without rate-mass allowance trading is lower
Fig. 7. Regional generation changes from added flexibility mechanisms, as a share of
generation reduction from emissions regulation. A positive percentage means that the
flexibility mechanism increases generation in that region. Under the M70-R70 limits,
allowing rate-mass trading shifts generation from mass region to rate region and
Canada. Under the M41-R85 limits, it shifts it in the opposite direction.
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in the mass-capped region than in the rate-limited region. Rate-mass
trading consequently drives up the allowance price in the mass-capped
region, where generation is more responsive to it, as will be explained
in the next subsection. This reduces total generation. On the other hand,
the total generation increases with the M41-R85 regulations. One
implication of this pattern is that the emissions response is dominated
by a composition effect rather than a total size effect: it depends on the
location of generation and often moves in the opposite direction from
the total amount of generation.

4.3. Regional decomposition of effects on total generation

As previously noted, in both ourM70-R70 and ourM41-R85 scenar-
ios, net electricity trade is in the same direction, from the rate-limited
region toward the mass-capped region. The direction of allowance
trade, however, depends on the relative allowance prices. Both kinds
of trade flows influence what the regional change in generation will
be when additional flexibility is introduced. Fig. 7 shows the changes
in generation by region and scenario, reported as a share of the reduc-
tion in total generation attributed to the emission limits alone, which
were shown in Fig. 6. (The reduction attributed to the M70-R70 limits
is 2%, as is the reduction attributed to the M41-R85 limits, when
rate-mass allowance trading is not allowed and there is no additional
transmission capacity.) A positive percentage in Fig. 7 denotes that the
flexibility mechanism increases generation in that region. Here we see
that in all four cases involving rate-mass trading, the mass-capped
region adjusts its generation to a greater extent than does the rate-
limited region, as a result of the implicit subsidy the rate limit provides
for generation in the rate region, a subsidywhich growswith the allow-
ance price and hence reduces its net effect on rate-region generators'
marginal costs per MWh. Meanwhile, the change in total emissions de-
pends purely on the change in generation in the rate-limited region,
which determines howmanymore (or fewer) allowances are allocated
to the system.

4.4. CO2 damage

Under the M70-R70 regulations, which are based loosely on the US
Clean Power Plan, adding rate-mass allowance trading increases esti-
mated CO2 damage by approximately 3.8 times as much as it increases
internal (i.e. private) surplus, assuming that the damage from CO2 is
$55 per ton, as estimated by the Interagency Working Group on Social
Cost of Carbon (2015). The transmission capacity we added increases
CO2 damage by approximately the same as it increases internal surplus.

4.5. SO2 and NOX damage

We also estimated SO2 and NOX health damage in each scenario, in
two ways. The first way was to assume that the average damages per
ton of SO2 and NOX are equal to the estimated national average damage
per ton values derived fromUSEPA (2013), in both regions. These values
are $49,629 per ton of SO2 and $7373 per ton of NOX (Shawhan, 2018).
Under this assumption, the estimated SO2 and NOX damagemove in the
same direction as does estimated CO2 damage, since generators with
higher CO2 emission rates tend to also have higher SO2 and NOX emis-
sion rates. Counting the changes in SO2 and NOX damage roughly dou-
bles the change in total estimated environmental damage. The main
result is that, if the SO2 and NOX emissions were equally harmful in
both regions, considering the damages from them would magnify the
changes in total social surplus in Table 1. The sole exception is that,
under the M70-R70 regulations, it would change additional transmis-
sion capacity from being slightly beneficial to being harmful. However,
unlike with CO2, the average damages per ton of SO2 and NOX emitted
are equal between the two regions, which brings us to the next way.

The second way to we estimated SO2 and NOX damage was to use
the air pollution transport model from the Climatological Regional
Dispersion Model (NRC 2010) to estimate damage. This took into ac-
count the location and effective smokestack height of each generator,
so damage per ton became heterogeneous. Resulting average estimated
damages per ton of SO2 and NOX emitted in the mass-capped region
were approximately 35% higher than per ton emitted in the rate-
limited region, because of higher population density in the mass-
capped region. This reversed the signs of the SO2 and NOX damage
changes that resulted from allowing rate-mass trading, under both
M70-R70 and M41-R85. This illustrates that a policy change that shifts
the location of non-uniformly mixing emissions can reduce their quan-
tity but increase the damage from them, or vice versa. Under the M41-
R85 regulations, this effect was large enough that counting SO2 and
NOX damages changed rate-mass trading from being beneficial to
being harmful. This result occurred only because, with the particular
rate and mass regions assumed in the numerical modeling, the average
damage per ton of SO2 and NOX emissions is greater in the mass region
than in the rate region.

All the results shown in this paper assume that demand is price-
responsive, with an own-price elasticity of −0.4. We also simulated
the same policies with price-unresponsive demand (elasticity of zero),
and found that the resulting signs of the internal surplus and CO2

surplus values are the same as in Table 1.

5. Discussion

Our analysis raises some important concerns about the desirability
of facilitating greater trade—in electricity or in emissions allowances—
between differently regulated regions. Insofar as different jurisdictions
propose to link mass- and rate-based programs, there are some
measures available for ensuring that overall emissions do not increase
because of linkage. One is to require that states (or countries,municipal-
ities, or sectors) with rate-based programs convert to mass-based
standards prior to trading. This option encourages states to move to-
ward more efficient emissions trading policies, but it may discourage
some states from engaging in allowance trade, which avoids some un-
warranted trade but also forgoes some legitimate gains from trade. A
second is to require states to tighten their standards prior to rate-mass
allowance trade; this approach addresses the overall goal of preserving
emissions reductions but does not address the distorting effect of having
production subsidies.

The other options involve trade-related measures. For example, one
could apply an exchange rate to trades between mass-capped and
rate-limited states; this option essentially discourages trade unless it
is justified by significant abatement cost differences. It is less strict
than a ban on cross-regime trading but introduces its own distortions.
Recent research on exchange rates shows that they can also have
uncertain effects on emissions, depending on the direction of trade
flows (Burtraw et al. 2013).

Alternatively, one could encourage states that have mass-based
programs to allocate allowances based on performance benchmarks
(output-based allocation) when they trade with states having rate-
based programs. This option has the potential to address the problems
of production shifting that result from the combination of electricity
and rate-mass allowance trade, but in the long run it distorts electricity
prices downward, and it can create state-specific electricity subsidies
(to the extent that performance benchmarks differ). Furthermore, this
option asks states with existing mass-based programs to forgo auction
revenue that may fund energy efficiency programs and other public
expenditures. It is also inefficient from a general equilibrium perspec-
tive because it shuts off a revenue source that may allow other, more
distorting taxes to be reduced.

Finally, one could encourage states with mass-based standards to im-
plement border carbon adjustments, which has the advantage of dealing
with the carbon leakage that results from electricity trade and is exacer-
bated by rate-mass allowance trade, while retaining the ability of mass-
capped states to use emissions auction revenues for their preferred



10 From here, the algebra becomes more complicated, so we will report the key differ-
ences in scenarios, and note that Mathematica is used to solve the system; the NoteBook
file is available by request.
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purposes. There is some precedent for this action in California's emissions
trading program.

In future research, researchers could explore how these design and
linking decisions interact with other policies and regulations, since the
larger context is also important (Fischer and Preonas 2010). For
example, consider the value of energy efficiency (EE) investments
under different regulatory regimes. In theoretical analyses, a sometimes
useful assumption is that consumers have fixed demand for energy
services, but that policy interventions can reduce the energy required to
achieve those services. (Fell et al. 2015 employ this assumption in show-
ing that EE crediting can offset distortions from rate-based allocations, in
the absence of trade.) Incorporating this change into the theoretical
model presented in this paper, we find that without the possibility of
electricity trade, the benefits of investing in EE measures are identical
across states with different regimes, even if rate-mass trading is allowed.
Demand reduction lowers in-state power production needs and lowers
regulatory compliance costs. However, electricity trade breaks the link
between local production and local demand, causing EE incentives to di-
verge. In-state demand reduction then lowers interstate production
needs, lowering both electricity and allowance prices and changing net
exports of electricity and allowance revenues. Since many states do use
allowance auction revenues to fund EE improvements, the interaction
between such investments and rate-mass trading could be interesting
to explore.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 2. Formally, production in R from source i is qiR=
(pR − tR(ui − r) − ai)/bi. The allowance price tR is endogenous to the
total level of production, as equilibrium requires ucqcR + udqdR = rQR

where QR= qcR+ qdR. In the equilibrium, given this endogenous tR,QR ¼
ðud−ucÞ

bdðr−ucÞ2þbcðr−udÞ2
ðpRðud−ucÞ−acðud−rÞ−adðr−ucÞÞ. Clearly, ∂QR/∂pRN 0.

Production inM from source i is qiM=(pM− tMui− ai)/bi. The allow-
ance price tM is endogenous to the total level of production (and thereby
the price of electricity), as equilibrium requires ucqcM + udqdM = A and

QM = qcM + qdM. In the equilibrium, tM ¼ pMðbducþbcudÞ−acbduc−adbcud−Abcbd
bdðucÞ2þbcðudÞ2

,

so ∂tM/∂pM N 0; the emissions price thus falls if the electricity price falls
in the mass-capped region.
Proof of Proposition 4. Derivations10 show that with otherwise
identical regions and equivalent but asymmetric regulations, the differ-
ence in emissions between an equilibrium with cross-regime electricity
trade versus without it is

ETradeR −ENoTradeR ¼ r2

χ
D bc ud−rð Þ þ bd uc−rð Þð Þ þ ac−adð Þ ud−ucð Þð Þ

where

χ ¼ bc r−udð Þ2 þ ud
2

� �
þ bd r−ucð Þ2 þ uc

2
� �

N0

More derivations show that

EFlexR −ETradeR ¼ ETradeR −ENoTradeR

� � bc r−2udð Þ þ bd r−2ucð Þð Þ2
r2 bc þ bdð Þ2 þ 4bcbd ud−ucð Þ2 þ

Therefore, adding rate-mass allowance trade has the same direc-
tional effect on emissions as does electricity trade, which Proposition 2
found to be positive.

We can also put a clear sign on the effects by stating the following
relationships. The exercise is akin to calibrating the model to a baseline,
but with general parameter values. Let γ ≡ bc/bd be the ratio of the
supply slopes, and let α = qd

0/D be the share of dirty energy in the
baseline. Let us observe the baseline electricity price to be P0. From
these relationships we can back out the cost function variables.

bc ¼ γbd
ac ¼ P0−γbdD 1−αð Þ
ad ¼ P0−bdDα

Substituting, we get that

ETradePS −ENoTradePS ¼ r2

χ
Dbd 1þ γð Þ αud þ 1−αð Þuc−rð Þð ÞN0

The term αud + (1− α)uc is the average emissions rate in the base-
line, which is higher than the rate applied by the regulation.
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